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Introduction
In the last few decades the ideas, methods and results of the theory of Boolean
algebras have played an ever increasing role in various branches of mathematics and
cybernetics. The degree of this influence varies from field to field, but it reveals
most distinctly in algebra itself and, if at first the constructions and ideas pertaining
to Boolean algebras arose while developing theories of concrete classical algebraic
systems: groups, rings, modules and lattices, lately they have obtained a certain
universality and are being successfully used for studying algebras of various kinds,
i.e., in the theory of universal algebras. At the same time, various restrictions on the
application of Boolean constructions when investigating different classes of universal
algebras have been elucidated.
This monograph is devoted to studying the fundamentals of the theory of
Boolean constructions in universal algebras, to the problems of presenting different
varieties of universal algebras with these constructions (Chapter 2) and to the use of
Boolean constructions for investigating the spectra and skeletons of varieties of
universal algebras (Chapter 3). Chapter 1 is of an introductory character which
presents the basic notions and formulates a number of results of the theory of
Boolean and universal algebras to be used in the proofs of Chapters 2 and 3. When
presenting this material, the author thought it possible to omit the proofs, as at
present there is a whole series of monographs dedicated to presenting both the
fundamentals of the theory of Boolean and universal algebras, and to various special
problems of these theories. As far as Boolean algebras are concerned, we should
mention first of all a three-volume edition "Handbook of Boolean Algebras". As for
the basic notions of universal algebra, there is a perfect monograph by S.Burris and
H.P.Sankappanavar, "A Course of Universal Algebra", as well as a monograph by
RFreese and RMcKenzie, "Commutator Theory for Congruence Modular Varieties",
and a monograph by the author "Congruence-Modular Varieties of Algebras",
published in Russian. In the application section one can find some results pertaining
to the elementary theory of skeletons of varieties, as well as proofs of some
statements on Boolean algebras not to be found elsewhere in English literature.
Besides, one can also find there fundamentals of the theory of better quasi-orders
which is discussed in Chapter 3 and has not yet received a wide recognition in
universal algebra.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

l.Basic

Notions of the Theory of Boolean

Algebras

The aim of this section is to recall some basic notions, constructions and results
associated with ordered sets and Boolean algebras of the type to be used below. The
very definitions of partially, linearly, well-ordered sets and Boolean algebras, their
basic properties, the definitions and properties of the algebraic operations on these
sets and algebras can be found in practically any textbook on algebra or set theory.
Therefore, in the present section these results will be either just mentioned or
assumed to be known.

A.. General notions on ordered sets and Boolean algebras
Definition

1.1.

(a) A set A characterized by a binary relation s is called partially ordered if
for any elements a,b,c EA the following statements are valid:
(1) a s a;

(2) a s b and b s a - a = b;

(3) as b and b s c - a s c.
(b) A partially ordered set < A;s> is called a linearly ordered set (LOS) if for
any a,b EA one has either as b or b s a.
(c) A linearly ordered set < A;s> is well-ordered if for any nonempty subset
a EP such that for any b EP one has

pc;;, A there exists a least element, i.e., an
as b.

(d) A non-singleton ordered set < A;s> is said densely ordered if for any
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such that a s b and a ~ b there is a c EA such that a s c s band
c ~ a, c ~ b. A linearly ordered set is said scattered if it contains no densely
ordered subsets.

a,b EA

It should be remarked that for any densely ordered set, there is an ordered set

of rational numbers isomorphically embeddable into it and, hence, an ordered set is
scattered iff there is no ordered set of rational numbers imbeddable into it.
By the type of an isomorphism of a partially ordered set and, later, of an
arbitrary algebraic system, we will mean either a class of all algebraic systems which
are isomorphic to the given one, or a certain fixed representative of this class.
All the considerations to follow, unless otherwise specified, will be within the
framework of a ZFC set-theoretical system and, in particular, an ordinal will be
viewed as a fixed representative of the type of an isomorphism of well-ordered sets,
i.e., as a transitive set which is well-ordered by the relation of a set-theoretical
inclusion ~. We will use standard notations 0,1,2, .. .,n,... to denote finite ordinals,
a + 1 to denote the ordinal following the ordinal a (it should be recalled that the
family of all the ordinals, Ord, is well-ordered by the same relation of the settheoretical inclusion), W is the least infinite ordinal, Wi is the least ordinal of the
power ~i' A family {Xiii EOrd} of the powers in the system ZFC is also wellordered by a standard relation of embedding on the sets of the powers considered.
Henceforth ~i will be sometimes identified by Wi' which is the initial ordinal of the
power ~i' The notions of the initial and of final intervals, as well as those of
cofinal and coinitial subsets for partially ordered sets will be assumed known. The
notions of a sum, as well as of a Cartesian and lexicographic product of partial
orders are defined in a standard way.
Definition

1.2. If < A;s>, < B;s> are partially ordered sets, then:

(a) < A;s> + < B;s> (assuming An B = 0) will be understood as the set AU B
partially ordered by the relation sl such that for a,b EA (B), a sl b iff as b in
< A;s> (in < B;s» and for any a EA, b EB a sl b;
(b) < A;s> ® < B;s> will be understood as the Cartesian product of the sets
AxB partially ordered by the relation sl' which is a Cartesian product of the
relations s in A and B, i.e., for any al,a2 EA and 11 ,b2 EB, < al,q >sl < a2~ >
iff al s Oz in < A;s> and bi s~ in < B;s>;
(c) < A;s> . < B;s> will be understood as a lexicographical product of < A;s>
and < B;s>, i.e., a Cartesian product of the sets A xB partially ordered by the
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ht ,b2 EB

relation :S:1 in such a way that for any al,a2 EA,
ht <~ or b1 =b2 and al :S:0z·

< aI' ht >:S:1 < az,b2 > iff

The sums and products of large families of partially ordered sets are defined in
an analogous way.
Definition 1.3. If for i EI,
partial order on the set 1, then:

<"

;:S:j> are partially ordered sets and :s: is a

~ < ,,;:S:j> is understood as a set

(a)

U<\

(assuming the sets "

to be

iEl

jE<I;s>

pairwise disjunct) which is partially ordered by the relation:S:l in such a way that
for a,b E" (i EI), a:S:l b iff a:S:j b, and for a E", bEA.; (i ¢ j), a:S:l b iff i:s: j
in < I;:s:>;
(b) n < ,,;:S:j> will be understood as a direct product of the algebraic systems
iEl

(c) . L

iE<I;s>

< Aj;:S:j> will be understood as a direct product of the sets

n"
iEI

partially ordered by the relation:S:l in such a way that for f, g En <\' f:S:l g iff
iEI

there is an i EI comparable to any other element of 1 in terms of :s: and such that
for any j < i we get f(j) = g(j) and f(i) < g(i), or f = g.

<"

<

It is obvious that if
;:S:j> (i EI) and
1;:s:> are linearly ordered, then
~ < ,,;:S:j> is also linearly ordered. If, moreover, < I,:S:> is well-ordered, then the
jE<I;s>

set

L < ,,;:S:j> is also linearly ordered. If both < ";:S:j>(iEI) and < 1;:s:> are

iE<I;s>

well-ordered, then

~ < ,,;:S:j> is also well-ordered. In the case when < A;:s:> and
jE<I;s>

are well-ordered, then < A;:s:>' < B;:s:> is also well-ordered. Besides, for
finite sums and lexicographical products these operations on ordinals coincide with
common definitions of the addition and multiplication of ordinals. Let us now recall
the definition of an ordinal power. An ordinal y is called a limit one provided that
it has no last element, in which case y = sup /j in a well-ordered class Ord. Any
< B;:s:>

6<r

non-limit ordinal y can be represented as fJ + 1, where

f3 < y.

Definition 1.4. The ordinal afJ for any ordinals a,fJ is defined by induction
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over f3: a 1 = a; a y +1 = a Y "a; if y is limit, then a Y = supa ll .
ll<y

It should be remarked that for any ordinal a and any nEw

aj

=

a

for every i < n, but aW;o< L aj at aj
i<(1)

=

a

an

.L aj when

I<n

for i < w.

By induction over a one can prove the well-known fact that for any ordinal a
there exist uniquely defined nEw, ordinals Yl > Y2 > ... > Yn and natural numbers
ml, ... ,mn such that a =wYl"111t+... +wYn "mn- A representation of this kind is called

a normal form of the ordinal a.
Any linearly ordered set < A;s> is either scattered or presentable as a sum
~ < A; ;Sj>, where < I ;s> is a densely ordered LOS, while < A; ;Sj> are
jE<I;:s>

scattered.
It is convenient to introduce the relation '" on A in the following way: a '" b
iff the interval (a,b) of the LOS < A;s> is scattered. Obviously, '" IS an
equivalence relation on A, each equivalence class over '" is a scattered interval of
the LOS < A;s>, while the factor < A/~;s> (in the case when < A;s> is not
scattered) is a densely LOS. In this case < A;s>=
~ < B;s>, where < B;s> are
BE<AI-;:s.>

scattered intervals which are equivalence
There is also an inductive process
Let Go be a class consisting of no
determine a class G Y for any Y ;0< 0 in

G y+l

=

{~< A; ;S>,
Ell

classes on the LOS < A;s> in terms of "'.
of constructing a class of all scattered LOS.
empty and· singleton ordered sets. Let us
the following way:

2: < Aj;s>1 < A; ;s>EG

y' {} EOrd},

Ell'

while for a limit Y

Let G

=

UG

d •

The class G coincides with the class of all scattered LOS.

dEOrd

In order to prove that all scattered LOS are incorporated in the class G, let us
introduce a sequence of equivalences "'j (i EOrd) on a scattered LOS. < A; s>:a "'0 b
iff the interval (a,b) is finite. If the relation "'j is defined, then the relation "'j +1 is
a complete preimage of the relation "'0 defined on the LOS < AI"'j ;s> under a
natural homomorphism < A;s> on < A/"'j;s>. For a limit iEOrd the relation "'j is
defined on < A; s> as the union of relations '" j at j < i. One can easily see that for
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a certain i EOrd the factor AI ==j of a scattered LOS < A; s> will be a singleton set.
The least i of this kind is called the rank of a scattered LOS < A;s>, while the
induction over the rank proves the incorporation of any scattered LOS < A; s> into
the class S .

Definition 1.5. A set A with a binary relation s is called quasi-ordered if
for any a,b,c EA the following statements are valid:
(a) a s a;

(b) if as b and b s c, then as c.
A natural equivalence on the quasi -ordered set < A; s> will be a relation a ==,s b
which is valid iff as band b sa. One can easily see that the relation "',s is indeed
an equivalence relation over the set A,
and for
any a,b,c,d EA,
as b, c "',s a, d "',s b entail c s d. [c] will denote an equivalence class in terms of
==,s containing an element c, by AI "',s the family of all such classes. Let us
introduce a relation s:[c]s[d] iff cs d over AI "',s. One can easily check that
< AI "',s; s> will be a partially ordered set; let us call < AI "',s; s> a natural partial
order related to a quasi -order < A; s> .
For any quasi-ordered set < A;s>, < A;s>* will denote the dual of < A;s>,
i.e., the quasi-ordered set < A;sl>' where the quasi-order sl is defined in the
following way: a sl b iff b s a.
An ideal (filter) of a Boolean algebra .B = < B; A, v, -. ,0,1> will be, as usual, a
nonempty subset 3 (J) of the basic set B of this algebra with the following
properties:
(1) if a,bE3cJ)' then avbE3caAbEJ);

(2) if aE3(J),bEB and b<a (a<b), then bE3 CbEJ). The ideal
(filter) is proper if it is other than the whole of the Boolean algebra. The maximal
among the proper ideals (filters) of a Boolean algebra of inclusion is called its
maximal ideal (ultrafilter). It should be recalled that for any homomorphism cp of a
Boolean algebra.B onto a Boolean algebraBl tp -\0)( cp -1(1» will be an ideal
(filter) of the Boolean algebra .B, and, conversely, for any ideal 3 (filter J) of
the Boolean algebra.B there exists a congruence 8 on the algebra .B:
< a,b >E8 - (a \ b) v (b \ a) E3 « a,b >E8 -

-.«a \ b) v (b \ a» EJ),

